Arched Lintel Form (Angle Iron)

A: Rise of the arch from its base to its highest point.
B: Is the length of the leg of the arch.
C: Span is the inside dimension of the arch opening.
D: Is the length of the leg of the arch.
E: Width of the arch lintel.

NUMBER OF ANGLES NEEDED______       Primed ______  Galvanized_____

(E-width is the horizontal leg of the lintel that the masonry will rest upon- max width is 5”). The vertical leg height will be the other leg dimension see sizes below.) **Angle size: (check one)**

- 3x3x3/16__  3x3x1/4__  4x3x1/4__  3.5x3.5x1/4__
- 5x3x1/4__  5x3x5/16__  4x4x1/4__  5x3x3/8__
- 4x4x3/8__  5x5x3/8__  5x5x1/2__
- 6x4x5/16__  6x4x3/8__

If other size is needed & has been quoted by Ameristeel write the size here: ______________________________________

Number of 3” wide straps _______ Number of holes in straps ________
Holes inches O.C. ____________
Height of center strap ________ and strap inches on center ________.

DATE:________________________  SHIP TO: ______________________  NEED DATE:________________________
My Contact Info:____________________________________________________________________________________________
Special Instruction:___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The attached Arch Order Form is being transmitted by the Customer to AHI Supply, L.P. ("AHI") with the agreement that Customer, by executing below, hereby represents and warrants that such Arch Order complies with Customer's structural specifications. Further, Customer hereby acknowledges that AHI's manufacturing of the Arch Order does not in any way relieve the Customer or diminish the Customer's responsibility for the adequacy of the structural integrity for the Customer's intended use of the Arch. FURTHER, AHI MAKES NO REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY WITH RESPECT TO THE ARCH. BY ACCEPTANCE OF DELIVERY OF THE ARCH, CUSTOMER AFFIRMS THAT IT HAS NOT RELIED ON AHI'S SKILL OR JUDGMENT TO SPECIFY THE STRUCTURAL STRENGTH OR INTEGRITY OF THE ARCH FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. FURTHER, AHI MAKES NO WARRANTY THAT THE ARCH IS FIT FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. CUSTOMER AGREES THAT AHI HAS NOT MADE ANY REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.

ACKNOWLEDGED AND AGREED TO BY CUSTOMER AND REVIEWED AND APPROVED FOR CONSTRUCTION:
Customer:__________________________________________________   By:______________________________________________________________________
Name:________________________________________________________Title:_________________________________ Date:________/_________/___________

PO #_____________________
PT #______________________